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CHAPTER 1 -  INTRODUCTION

Many urban school districts struggle with inequity, financial woes, high dropout 

rates, and the test-driven academic assessments of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and its 

legacies, the Common Core and Every Student Succeeds Act (CCESS), yet despite these 

pressures there are many successes to be noted in the fertile fields of the fine and 

performing arts. Just recently recognized as an essential academic content area1, the 

creative arts can and must fulfill an essential piece of the educational puzzle that is so 

often missing in our work of educating tomorrow’s leaders. Carol Jacobus writes that in 

the wake of NCLB it “behooves educators to return to the educational research and 

methods of teaching guidelines proposed by those such as Pestalozzi, Montessori and 

Carl Orff. When it is shown that music education promotes literacy, then the arts 

programs are not seen as ‘frills,’ but as a necessary part of a solidly rounded music 

education.” (Jacobus, 2009, p2)

My project proposes to answer some of the following questions about a particular 

pedagogical methodology (Orff-Schulwerk) in a particular environment (urban schools) 

and for a particular population (middle school). Is the Orff-Schulwerk (OS) an effective 

teaching strategy in urban middle schools and if so, what makes it effective? Why and 

how do at-risk students from low socio-economic backgrounds benefit from these

1 In early 2015 a new bipartisan Senate Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
(ESEA) proposal, was passed - the “Every Child Achieves Act of 2015.” It retains the 
core academic subject section from No Child Left Behind, and, additionally, adds 
“music” as a specifically enumerated core academic subject. National Association for 
Music Education website, http://www.nafme.org/.

http://www.nafme.org/


methods? How does Orff-Schulwerk serve the middle school student? How does it serve 

to address the inconsistencies in skills like pitch-recognition, identification and 

maintaining of rhythmic pulse with which these students come to middle school? How 

does it serve as an egalitarian entry level to a heterogeneous group of students some of 

whom are excelling while others are lacking from their elementary exposure to music? 

What aspects of the OS are particularly effective in any middle schools? What aspects of 

the OS are particularly effective in any urban school? How is the OS an example of 

democratic music education?

Here are some of the hard facts: Financial concerns at the administrative level 

leave hard choices to be made between art classes, physical education programs, 

emotional health services and the like. We know the age-old struggle to maintain art 

programming in public schools. After the passing of Proposition 13 in 1978, the state of 

California went from first to second to last in the nation in spending on education. 

However, even in schools that have reinstated arts programs, there are conditions and 

academic practices that limit the equity of access. There is a severe under-representation 

of minorities in elective classes. Academic intervention classes often limit the access 

many students have to choose an elective class and the creative outlet it might offer. A 

story that appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle reported on what was occurring at 

Havenscourt Middle School in Oakland. In an attempt to boost test scores, students are 

required to take double periods of math and English every day. Electives have been 

eliminated, and children who want arts education have to get it after school from 

volunteer teachers. What was happening at Havenscourt is representative of a national 

trend. By contrast, schools with more resources, often in more affluent neighborhoods,
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have been able to retain electives by extending the school day. Some schools are able to 

rely on volunteers or teachers paid by grants to fill the void in the arts2.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this participant/observational study is to examine some of the 

pedagogical practices of Orff-Schulwerk in a music classroom in an urban middle school 

in Oakland, California and the effects of the approach on children’s attitudes and 

abilities. I intend to show the effectiveness of Orff Schulwerk, not only in teaching 

musicianship, but also in supporting growth in other non-musical creative and academic 

areas. My experiences of working with the Orff-Schulwerk approach have lead me to 

believe that it is particularly effective in the urban secondary schools which are so 

frequently “underserved.” This may be because the particular milieu of the urban middle 

school is in need of a child-centered approach as a corollary to the proficiency-testing and 

literacy centered curriculum of No Child Left Behind (2002), Common Core (2009), and 

now, the Every Student Succeeds Act (2015). Middle school students are at a transitional 

age when they have been urged to move on from the playgrounds of elementary school to 

something more sterile and driven by quantifiable and sequential rigor. But these 

adolescents still have active imaginations and healthy appetites for play that need to be 

nourished and skillfully guided.

3

2 Nanette Asimov, 2006, “Schools Double up on Teaching Math and English,” 
http://www.sfgate.com/education/article/BAY-AREA-Schools-double-up-on-teaching- 
math-and-2520735 .php

http://www.sfgate.com/education/article/BAY-AREA-Schools-double-up-on-teaching-


Advocates of the arts champion specific areas in which the arts are important: 1) 

arts improve self-esteem, 2) arts develop community-minded citizens with compassion 

and good communication skills, 3) arts develop keen problem-solving skills applicable in 

all arenas of life, 4) arts improve attention span and concentration, 5) arts help students 

develop better spatial awareness and recognize patterns and sequences that help in 

mathematics, and 6) arts develop students’ cultural sensitivities to diversity and 

multiplicity.

Carl Orff’s music education philosophy can be summed up by his popular 

re-statement of an ancient Chinese saying: "Tell me, I forget, show me, I remember, 

involve me, I understand." Ensemble music-making can be a significant means to 

develop empathy and good listening. In group-play we learn where one child has a 

challenge, another is strong. We learn to value (and evaluate) each other’s voices in the 

harmonic blend. We learn to accompany at times and step up and take a solo at others.

We recognize how one soloist brings a unique voice to the table different from another’s. 

Doug Goodkin, music educator and Orff scholar writes that Orff Schulwerk

“became the vehicle to express a deep need in Western culture, the need to 

rejoin all that had been torn asunder by the specialist nature of the 

European civilization. The angst of contemporary alienation springs from 

the deliberate practice of isolating heart from mind and body, child from 

adult from elder, music from poetry from movement.”3

Goodkin writes that Schulwerk is an invitation to feed the imagination and give 

an opportunity for developing the whole child: intellect, emotion, and physical well

4

3 Goodkin, 7.



being. As part of a larger movement of education reform, Orff warns us of the risk of 

“spiritual erosion” through an estrangement from the elemental essentials “when the 

balance of nature is lost by interference.”4 The elemental remains a foundation that is 

timeless, and as Goodkin puts it, “perhaps never so urgently needed as today.”5

Orff believed that music, movement, and speech are not separate entities in and of 

themselves, but that they form a unity that he called elemental music. Elemental music is 

never music alone but forms a unity with movement, dance and speech. It is music that 

one makes oneself, in which one takes part not as a listener, but as a participant. It is 

unsophisticated, employs no big forms and no big architectural structures, and it uses 

small sequence forms like ostinato (simple repeating musical patterns) and rondo (a 

musical pattern that contains a repeating strain among contrasting parts -  ABACADA). 

Elemental music is near the earth, natural, and physical. It is within the range of everyone 

to learn it and experience it; suitable for the child.

Motivation for this Project 

The motivation for this project came from combining three areas in which I have 

made deep personal and professional investments. I grew up in urban public schools and 

as an educator I have been working in what have now become known as neighborhood 

schools6 for close to twenty years. I feel committed to bringing rigorous and meaningful 

experiences in the creative arts to students in under served communities. I firmly believe 

that these experiences give students a strong theoretical and practical foundation in music

4 Carl Orff, “Orff-Schulwerk: Past and Future,” In Barbara Haselbach, Texts on Theory 
and Practice of Orff-Schulwerk from the years 1932-2010, ed. Barbara Haselbach, 154.
5 Goodkin, 7.
6 The term neighborhood schools has become common in separating public schools from 
privatized charter schools calling themselves “public.”
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making while at the same time developing emotional and consciousness and well-being. 

Adding the Orff practice to my teacher tool belt has been significant in providing ways to 

reach all students. The Schulwerk has given me a multitude of techniques and lessons 

that augment the traditional setting of band and orchestra ensembles and give ease of 

access and democratic ownership of the subject matter. I have worked actively in 

ensemble settings for the majority of my life and have long felt the need to find a 

different approach that reaches other types of students who don’t fit into that model.

Lastly, I am also a professional performer and I have long understood the deep 

connection between music and movement. I am often telling my students to put the music 

in their body in order to play it better. Rather than put the technical study of music under 

the scrutiny of test-based assessments, public urban schools need a creative approach to 

movement and music in order to find the balance between rigor and delight. Orff- 

Schulwerk is arguably one of the most popular methods of teaching music in America. 

While it’s been primarily used in elementary schools, I will be reflecting upon and 

documenting the effectiveness and impact of using this approach for teaching creative 

music making in urban middle schools as well.

6
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW

My literature review is organized into the following three sections: a discussion of 

the Orff-Schulwerk pedagogy and its history, the application of the Schulwerk in urban 

American schools, and the social, emotional benefits of a process-based music program.

I. HISTORY OF ORFF-SCHULWERK

To music educators, Carl Orff is known as a teacher, pedagogue, and co-writer of 

a five-volume work known as Music for Children/  In 1931, the first volume of a 

curriculum entitled Orff-Schulwerk* —Elementare Musikubung was published. Orff- 

Schulwerk began to spread worldwide beginning to reach North America in the early 

1950s. The five volumes were translated by Margaret Murray into English, beginning in 

1958 and completed by 1966.

While these five volumes are the essential starting point for the study of this 

pedagogy, there is little written instruction or explanation to the curriculum. Orff- 

Schulwerk is a model of musical pedagogy that was designed to be adaptive and 

creatively interpreted. Since its inception in pre-World War II Germany the Orff- 

Schulwerk process has been used in music education throughout the world for nearly 

eighty years. It still resonates in the 21s' Century due to what Orff called the elemental.

7 Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman, Musik fur Kinder I.-V. (Music for Children), (Mainz: 
Schott, 1950).
* German for ‘school-work’



“Schulwerk did not develop from any pre-considered plan -  I could never 

have imagined such a far-reaching one -  but it came from a need that I 

was able to recognize as such. It is an experience of long standing that 

wild flowers always prosper, whereas carefully planned, cultivated 

plants often produce disappointing results8 [emphasis added]....Every 

phase of Schulwerk will always provide stimulation for new independent 

growth; therefore it is never conclusive and settled, but always developing, 

always growing, always flowing. Herein of course lies a great danger, that 

of development in the wrong direction.”9

Carl Orff’s book Das Schulwerk l0is an important place to begin in order to 

understand this pedagogy. He puts his pedagogical framework in the context of his career 

as a composer and how his compositions were in turn influenced by his teaching. His 

most famous work, Carmina Burana premiered in 1937 and featured drones, borduns, 

ostinato, speech (termed musica poetica), and polyrhythm -  elemental concepts that are 

central to the Schulwerk pedagogy. In 1924 he and dancer Dorothee Gunther founded the 

Guntherschule, an innovative dance school for adults where improvisation was a major 

component of the program. In 1926 Gunild Keetman joined the school in which music

8

8 Bold emphasis is my own. I appreciate Orff’s reference to the OS as a wildflower being 
allowed to grow uncultivated. This is not far from the Tupac Shakur reference to Roses 
that Grew from Concrete.
9 Carl Orff, “Orff-Schulwerk: Past and Future” in Studientexte zu Theorie und Praxis des 
Orff-Schuwerks, ed. Barbara Haselbach, (Mainz: Schott, 2011), 134. Originally given as a 
speech by Carl Orff in 1963 at a Conference in Salzburg on Orff-Schulwerk in the School 
and published in: Orff-Institut, Jahrbuch 1963, (Mainz, 1964).
10 Carl Orff, Das Schulwerk, [The School Work], trans. Margaret Murray, (New York: 
Schott, 1976).



was taught with dance and gymnastics. Orff and Keetman focused their early 

compositions primarily on percussion instruments, African xylophones and recorders.

Another key source for learning about the beginnings of the Schulwerk is the 

collection edited by Barbara Haselbach called Studientexte zu Theorie und Praxis des 

Orff-Schuwerks (Texts on Theory and Practice of Orff-Schulwerk from the years 1932- 

2010]. One major article is written by Hermann Regner, the once-director of the Orff 

Institut and long-time employee of Carl Orff. In “Carl Orff’s Educational Ideas -  Utopia 

and Reality,” Regner describes the historical context in which Orff was composing in the 

beginning of the twentieth century as reflecting an increasing interest in the simple, the 

primitive and the elemental. Orff’s contemporary composers Bela Bartok and Igor 

Stravinsky both found strong connections with the music of the peasants and the folk- 

cultures in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. Orff too was discovering that the 

preoccupation with the elemental and folk traditions was important to giving the student 

what the painter Vasiliy Kandinsky believed to be “the necessary inner contact with the 

materials of art.”11

According to Regner, the most important of Orff’s educational ideas was that a 

fundamental music education must start from the simple and essential forms that he 

called elemental music, a music one must make oneself that is often combined with 

language or dance and is not concerned primarily with authentic interpretation but with a 

vital and varied reproduction.12 Regner posits that elemental music education encourages 

the “original encounter between man and music, in that it brings the essential structure of

11 Vasiliy Kandinsky, Concerning the spiritual in art. (New York: Wittenborn Art Books, 
1947), as cited in Hermann Regner, “Carl Orff’s Educational Ideas -  Utopia and Reality,” 
in Haselbach, 180.
12 Regner, “Carl Orff’s Educational Ideas -  Utopia and Reality,” 180.



the musical object into a relationship that corresponds to the motivation, the level of 

understanding and the maturity of the person concerned.”13 The perspective of the 

Schulwerk teacher, both in mid-20th century Munich, and now in any modern-day Orff 

classroom around the world is the same: the child will engage with the musical object on 

his terms and with her unique sensibility. It is, therefore, the job of the facilitating teacher 

to provide structures in which the students learn to own the material.

Also from the Haselbach collection, is Wilhelm Keller’s article “Elemental Music

-  an Attempt to Define it.” Keller writes, “elemental dance and elemental music are first 

to be found where modern civilization has not yet impinged upon life -  in the so-called 

‘primitive cultures’ as well as in advanced cultures where it is ‘hidden under a layer of 

education.’”14 This is a timeless testament to what is often overlooked in the modern 

version of industrial-age education. To celebrate the value of our common human virtues 

and what is essentially primitive and elemental amongst us goes against the grain of the 

Western ideals of “what is newer is better,” and that which is measurable and quantifiable 

is in the name of advancement. Orff-Schulwerk recognizes the need to fantasize, dream, 

create, trust and play, while much of traditional education has abandoned these in the 

name of test scores and sophisticated maturity.

In exploring the inception of Orff-Schulwerk, one must also research Orff’s 

closest colleague Gunild Keetman who was just as significant if not more so in its design. 

In a treatise on Keetman’s work, Gunild Keetman: A Life Given to Music and Movement, 

Werner Thomas writes “[Keetman’s] art rests -  similarly to the principles of the Bauhaus

-  on a basis of handicraft. It is not by chance that her favorite activity was spinning and

13 Ibid., 184.
14 Wilhelm Keller, “Elemental Music -  an Attempt to Define it,” in Haselbach, 128.
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weaving, the original handicraft of mankind. She has lived an idea and helped it to 

realization without being enslaved by an ideology.”15

Keetman wrote extensively about the global expansion of the Schulwerk and its 

adaptation into school environments. In Elementaria, Keetman’s book on the Schulwerk, 

she writes with concern about how its scope and sequence might be mediated within a 

school setting. Werner Thomas, a close colleague, wrote in her obituary that Keetman 

“treated pedagogic theory and method with a mixture of shuddering respect and smiling 

disdain.”16 She questioned how the industrial model of education might incorporate the 

experience-based and elemental learning styles inherent in Orff-Schulwerk. Keetman 

could see the inherent flexibility of the framework and how each teacher using it would 

approach it differently: “The tempo and intensity at which one works will be determined 

by many factors: the difference in reaction between town and country children, the size of 

a class or group, the attitude of the teacher to the question: Is Orff-Schulwerk 

‘fundamental’ or ‘supplementary’ to my teaching?”17 Keetman wrote in her introduction 

to Elementaria that the book proposes to attempt to “lay the foundation for the practical 

work of Orff-Schulwerk, particularly in its earliest stages, and to help the teacher to 

develop his own imagination.” Keetman stressed the importance that the teacher not “fall 

into a routine, but rather to transmit the basic material in his own way.”18

11

15 Werner Thomas, “Obituary for Gunild Keetman,” in Gunild Keetman: A Life Given to 
Music and Movement, ed. Hermann Regner and Minna Ronnefeld, (Mainz: Schott, 2004), 
158.
16Ibid„ 156.
17Thomas, Werner, introduction to Elementaria: First acquaintance with Orff-Schulwerk, 
Keetman, Gunild, trans. Margaret Murray, (London: Schott, 1974), 11.
18 Gunild Keetman, Elementaria, trans. Margaret Murray, (London: Schott, 1970), 10.
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II. APPLICATION OF ORFF SCHULWERK TO URBAN AMERICAN

EDUCATION

As the international interest in Orff-Schulwerk grew beginning in the 1950s, the 

need for translations of the Music for Children volumes became an issue. Orff saw that 

this was “obviously not merely a case of translation, but rather of a new Schulwerk 

interpretation of the respective indigenous children’s songs and rhymes. All the new 

editions, which were within the field of Western culture, were only variations of the 

original.”19 However, he and Keetman both recognized the need to allow the inclusion of 

new languages and repertoire while retaining the original pedagogical structure.

Sharing his pedagogical ideas presented a dilemma for Carl Orff. He feared that 

publication might encourage teachers to abandon his major tenets of creative expression 

through improvisation in favor of rehearsing pieces as set compositions. On the other 

hand, he knew that without publication his ideas would remain geographically limited. 

Although students at the Guntherschule routinely presented rehearsed pieces along with 

improvisations in small concerts, creativity constituted the core of their curriculum. He 

was concerned that through its codification the methodology would be brought in a 

“wrong direction.” On the misappropriation and misguided use of the Schulwerk 

methodology Orff wrote:

“There are many ‘continuations,’ ‘completions,’ ‘improvements,’ 

‘elaborations,’ and school song books ‘written along Orff-Schulwerk 

lines,’ amongst others, which amount to much chaff and very little good

19 Orff, “Orff-Schulwerk:Past & Future,” 148.
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grain. The so-called ‘Orff instruments’ are being used in many schools 

today but it would be a mistake to conclude that Schulwerk has a solid 

foundation in all these schools. The instruments are often used in a 

completely misunderstood way and thereby do more harm than good.”20

In an effort to have their pedagogic intentions to be better understood, therefore, 

Orff and Keetman left a “sumptuous richness of stimuli for practical work”21 (more than a 

thousand impetuses and pieces). However, the Instructions and Notes sections at the back 

of each volume were scant, leaving much up to interpretation of an approach that has 

both the “freedom of spontaneous invention and the structure of systematic 

development.”22 In the translations of the Volumes that were to come, the basic sequential 

outline for developing rhythmic, melodic and harmonic skills and understandings were to 

be followed, but much of the lyrical and text content needed to be adapted.

Two important articles are written about the transitions Orff-Schulwerk 

underwent as it expanded globally. Both are found in Haselbach’s collection. One is 

written by Orff himself entitled “Orff-Schulwerk: Past and Future.” The other is entitled 

“50 years: ‘Music for Children -  Orff-Schulwerk’. Thoughts about the Present Status of a 

Music Educational Classic,” written by Rudolf Nykrin. Nykrin is the current Professor 

for the “Didactics of Elemental Music Education and Elemental Music Composition” at 

the Orff Institut. Nykrin proposes that the original Volumes (and subsequent translations) 

dispensed with detailed explanations because at the time “extensive methodical

20 Ibid., 152.
21 Rudolf Nykrin, “50 years ‘Music for Children -  Orff Schulwerk’. Thoughts about the 
Present Status of a Music Educational Classic,” in Haselbach, 276.
22Goodkin, Play, Sing & Dance, 190.



expositions were uncommon, while the value of a practical way of teaching that wanted 

to lead children to music by making music was self-evident.”23

The international editions of Schulwerk opened up a multicultural dimension of 

music education long before there were any intercultural discussions in Europe. Regner 

writes that as music educators around the world searched in their own cultures for play 

and dance songs, improvised music and poetic forms, and for authentic instruments and 

dances they gained “an awareness of indigenous sources and their own cultural 

identity.”24 In Regner’s point of view, the process of adapting Orff-Schulwerk into one’s 

own culture leads to a reappraisal of one’s own musical traditions in relation to 

pentatonic modalities, rhythmic ostinati, and the use of percussion instruments and dance.

One of the first American pioneers of Orff-Schulwerk was Brigitte Warner, who 

was a direct pupil of Orff and Keetman. In her lifetime of study and application of the 

approach in Key School of Annapolis, Maryland, Warner saw the relevance in the Music 

for Children volumes originally written by Orff and Keetman, and the subsequent 

adaptations in English by the Margaret Murray (Great Britain) and Doreen Hall and 

Arnold Walter (Canada) as the “sine qua non of Orff teaching.” In her book, Orff 

Schulwerk: Applications for the Classroom, Warner offers a user’s guide to the Orff 

philosophy, which she describes as a complex and many-sided approach which can only 

be fully explored as individual teachers, who need to be clear about the direction of their 

search, “putting more faith in rules rather than in our own judgment.” She mentions that 

American skeptics have criticized the volumes for not having any relevance to American

23Nykrin, 278.
24Regner, Hermann, “Musik fur Kinder -  Music for Children -  Musique pour Enfants. 
Comments on the Adoption and Adaptation of Orff-Schulwerk in other Countries,” in 
Haselbach, 173.
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culture. She negates these judgments by suggesting that Orff and Keetman never intended 

to write a textbook with detailed lesson plans but rather to present a point of departure 

and motivation for improvisation. Warner believes that the essence of the Orff-Schulwerk 

is to awaken and develop musical creativity inherent in everyone. She further believes 

that the ultimate competence in Orff-Schulwerk is to “make music our own by making 

music ourselves.”25

In the mid-1960s, there were a few important projects directly related to the Orff- 

Schulwerk and its implications in North America. At that time, the United States 

Department of Education was taking an active role in the humanities and arts. One such 

project was initiated by the Bellflower Unified School District in Bellflower, California 

that set out to assess the impact of Orff-Schulwerk in their study entitled “Design for 

Creativity: Creativity and Participation in Music Education.”26 This was the first in-depth 

study of the Orff-Schulwerk in the United States. One particular challenge in adaptation 

was found in making student participation as meaningful for large classes in Bellflower 

as it was for smaller classes at the Orff Institute in Salzburg.

Another early American Schulwerk project was conducted by the Madera County 

Schools, in Madera, California from 1966 to 1968 and was entitled “Guiding the 

Development of Musicality in Elementary School Children.”27 While the findings were

15

25 Brigitte Warner, Orff Schulwerk: Applications for the Classroom, (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice Hall, 1991), x.
26 Bellflower Unified School District. Orff-Schulwerk: Design for Creativity and 
Participation in Music Education in Soderberg, Janice, Development o f the Orff- 
Schulwerk in American Elementary Education, (Masters Thesis, San Francisco State 
College, 1970).
27 Madera County Schools Office, Guiding the Development o f Musicality in Elementary 
School Children, Progress Report -  Phase II for Title III Project funded under the



generally celebratory of the project accomplishing its goals of assessing student 

musicianship and scholastic growth, there were some critics. Grace Nash states that in her 

opinion, the project was “unsuccessful,” in part due to a “watered down approach which 

attempts to bring back the traditional, also in a watered down version. Without ‘direction’ 

there will hardly be any ‘direction’ taken.”28

In her doctoral thesis entitled “Orff-Schulwerk in North America -  1955-1969,” 

Patricia Osterby set out to study the impact of the Orff-Schulwerk on North American 

music education after a presence of merely twenty-five years. Her study sought to 

examine the roots and evolution of the movement from its imitation of the European 

model to its exploration, adaptation and implementation of new possibilities. Her findings 

in 1970 show that there was much less imitation of and reliance on the Music for  

Children volumes and that specialists were using more American folk lore and 

adaptations of state music series in the years leading up to her study. She also notes that 

in the case of the Canadian versions published by the Associated Music Publications and 

translated by Walter there was a failure to consistently reflect the pedagogical sequence 

found in the original edition through an “inadequate treatment of dominant and 

subdominant accompaniments in Orff’s elemental style.”29 Osterby asserts that if 

Schulwerk practitioners were unfamiliar with the original publication they could 

mistakenly believe that subdominance and dominance played a minor role in the 

Schulwerk and in Orff’s concept of “elemental music,” and therefore, not make good use 

of those harmonies in their educational work.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, Madera, California, June, 1967 as 
cited in Soderberg, 87.
28 Ibid., 92.
29 Osterby, 275.
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In post-industrial American cities a public educational setting has evolved whose 

processes are affected greatly by its diversity of cultures. Culturally-responsive teaching 

is one of the most used buzzwords of the day. Orff-Schulwerk’s adaptability to a wide 

range of cultures makes it remarkably effective at being culturally responsive. A prime 

example of how adaptive Orff-Schulwerk is and ready to apply its methodologies to new 

repertoire can be found in Doug Goodkin’s work as a teacher of jazz and other American 

genres. His own curriculum at the San Francisco School (where he has taught for thirty- 

nine years) demonstrates that Schulwerk and a broad range of musical styles can coexist, 

and moreover can even benefit mutually from one another. As he puts it, it is a “way of 

doing and thinking with children that reaches far beyond the mere development of 

individual specialized skills into a vision of creativity, culture, and community that is 

alive, vibrant and forever contemporary.”30 While Schulwerk is an education in which 

music (of all kinds) is linked to speech and movement, it is also about providing universal 

access to music and dance for all people as a way of thinking, a way of being, a way of 

living, and a way of embodying music.

Orff believed in the importance of the social context within which music exists. 

Therefore, the Schulwerk as a methodology can be equally effective in teaching Brazilian 

Samba, Afro-Haitian dance, Japanese taiko, Middle-Eastern drumming, jazz, Bulgarian 

brass band music or an African-American children’s game. Michael Kugler, professor in 

Music Pedagogy at the University of Munich who did extensive research on the history of 

the Schulwerk also believes in the intercultural applicability of the Schulwerk as he 

expresses in the following statement:
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“Only what is moving and alive can be performed in the present. The 

present music culture is imprinted with Afro-American music, Rock and 

Pop music, percussion music from Ibero-American, black African and 

Asian cultures. It’s true that the preconditions for the establishment of OS 

as regards cultural content are different from what they were at the 

beginning of the nineteen fifties, but the anthropological constants have 

not changed. Orff’s idea of elemental music is valuable, for it is capable of 

realizing the unity of Music-Speech-Movement through the influence of 

Ethnomusicology, Expressive Dance and Reform Pedagogy and through 

an extensive ensemble of percussion instruments as well as the principle 

of group improvisation. For this very reason Orff’s idea of Elemental 

Music can prove its worth once more in international discourse.”31 

Kugler is encouraging educators to connect with students at the students’ level. 

Meet them where they are. Find relevant and resonant repertoire. In order to do this, 

engaged music teachers must dig into the trove of traditions as well as keep an ear to the 

ground for what is ripe and real for their students. Werner Thomas also tells of the 

teacher’s essential process of renewal and mining for appropriate materials that resonate 

with students’ culture: “Neither the postilion’s horn in the forest nor the merry peasant 

can be offered to today’s children as valid images. The excavation of what is original and 

timeless in traditional texts is again left to the intellectual and didactic capacity of the 

teacher.”32
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Orff made clear that he intended that his Schulwerk be highly flexible so that it

system are rather uncomfortable with the Schulwerk; people with artistic temperament 

and a flair for improvisation are fascinated by it.”33 The Orff-Schulwerk then, is a human 

experience which in large measure depends on the creative and guiding ability of the 

instructors. He ended a speech in 1963 with a quote from Schiller’s Don Carlos: “Ich

There is still very limited scholarly material written on the subject of Orff 

Schulwerk as an effective pedagogy in the urban schools. There are some articles in the 

American Orff-Schulwerk Association Echo publication that speak to programs in cities. 

For a period of a decade or so, Alice Pratt ran a column called “Orff Programs in Urban 

Schools” (OPUS) in the American Orff-Schulwerk Association publication 

Reverberations. This is a clear indication that more research is needed in this area.

III. SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL BENEFITS OF A PROCESS-BASED MUSIC PROGRAM

The Swiss pedagogue and education reformer Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi charged 

students and teachers alike to “discover everything!” and to “learn by head, hand, and 

heart.” Orff educator, Doug Goodkin takes these directives a step further and proclaims 

Orff to be a part of the “4-H Club” and makes sure that his students have a full 

experience with equal doses of “head, hearing, hand, and heart.” Through the lens of the 

Schulwerk “holy trinity” of music-speech-movement, modern Orff teachers must find

330rff, Das Schulwerk, 69.
340rff, Orff-Schulwerk: Past & Future, 156.

would continually allow for creative development. “Those who look for a ready made

habe das Meinege gethan. Thun Sie das Ihre. [I have done my part. Now do yours.]”34



melodies from birds calls to blues songs, poetry from Seuss to Shakespearean, folk songs 

from Ghana to Georgia, children’s playground games the world over, taken inspiration 

from art from Zulu wire baskets to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

The flexibility of the Schulwerk is due in great part to the social context of the 

work it promotes. In an ensemble, music making involves the connections between the 

people making it. The process encourages, if not requires the reconciliation of differences 

and disparities between its constituents. I strongly believe that this process is essential in 

diverse urban communities, in the way musicologist and theorist Christopher Small sees 

musicking as a metaphor for social connection:

“The act of musicking establishes in the place where it is happening a set 

of relationships, and it is in those relationships that the meaning of the act 

lies. They are to be found not only between those organized sounds which 

are conventionally thought of as being the stuff of musical meaning but 

also between the people who are taking part, in whatever capacity, in the 

performance; and they model, or stand as metaphor for, ideal relationships 

as the participants in the performance imagine them to be: relationships 

between person and person, between individual and society, between 

humanity and the natural world and even perhaps the supernatural 

world.”35

Music literacy is secondary to direct experience in the Orff classroom. The 

Schulwerk makes use of what the children in an urban environment inherently bring to 

the classroom rather than imposing a system of notation that may or may not resonate

35Christopher Small, Musicking: The Meanings o f Performing and Listening, Hanover: 
University Press of New England, 1998,8.
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with them. In this way we recognize that the diverse student body has a valid language, in 

fact, many languages that we can build on. Shulwerk, done well, can be a tool to 

legitimize the collective and individual cultures found in our urban school and give 

students a creative space to musick. They are allowed to begin where they are and use 

their own cultural languages to find further tools to develop.

This creative space allows for a freedom of expression that contributes to 

confident, open minded, compassionate and empathetic learners. Goodkin draws an 

important comparison between the Schulwerk and the ideas of philosopher of education 

Alfred Whitehead, particularly in relation to the “romance” stage of learning and the 

awakening of the imagination. He refers to this as “freedom” to create one’s own form 

from within rather than having it imposed from without. Goodkin makes sure to illustrate 

how the child’s imagination and the mature artist’s meet as a fresh way of looking at the 

world. He posits the idea that improvisation “buffers the shock of technical terms and 

right and wrong answers, but it ensures a deeper understanding of conceptual theory by 

making it three dimensional in the present moment. When we improvise within a given 

style, we truly understand the essence of its conception.”36 He calls for a balance between 

creativity and basics.

Some of the first educators to introduce Orff-Schulwerk into urban American 

schools researched the sociological effects on the students. In her dissertation, “Orff- 

Schulwerk: A New Sociological Approach in Classrooms of the Compton City Schools, 

Compton, California, 1966-1970” Bettye Anne Davis addressed the unique approach of 

the Schulwerk to allow children to bring their own strengths and interests, to help them

36 Doug Goodkin, “Orff-Schulwerk in the New Millennium,” Music Educators 
Journal, 88(3), (2001), 17-23.
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face their own situations and to allow each child to proceed at his/her own pace. She 

wrote about the ability to help develop group awareness through the Orff approach. Davis 

described the socio-economic status of the Compton community in the 1960s, the ethnic 

and economic disparity that existed and plagued the schools. Davis was intrigued by the 

Bellflower Project -  one of the first large-scale implementations of Orff Schulwerk in 

America in which Frau Gertrud Orff (Carl Orff’s daughter) came to help introduce the 

Schulwerk. Davis described how the work helped a classroom of students with severe 

discipline problems become more focused on work, increase self-esteem, and improve 

attendance.37

In a more recent look at Orff in urban public schools, Carol Jacobus writes that 

the Schulwerk helps to give students a solidly rounded education. Jacobus holds that 

educators must return to the arts and the teachings of Pestalozzi, Montessori and Orff to 

supply the missing element of creativity. In Chapter 5, Orff resources and processes are 

evaluated for student relevance with a focus on the problems particular to urban students 

in post-industrial cities. Appropriate materials more representative of the urban culture 

are suggested and examined for inclusion in an "Urban Orff based curriculum.” In the 

light of the current emphasis on proficiency testing and literacy, the Orff process is 

examined for its suitability for 21st century American music students.38
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the Compton City Schools, Compton, California, 1966-1970.” (Masters Dissertation: 
Chapman College). 1971.

38 Carol Jacobus, “Urban Orff: The Music And Philosophy Of Carl Orff As It Relates To 
No Child Left Behind In Urban Schools.” (Masters Dissertation: Cal State University 
Dominguez Hills). 2009.



In her analysis of the three main musical pedagogies (Kodaly, Orff and Delcroze) 

Cathleen Ardrey interviewed many middle school teachers and investigated how the 

application of different methodologies help address the specific needs of adolescents.39 

She concluded that the incorporation of the pedagogical principles of Kodaly, Dalcroze, 

and Orff, combined with an awareness of the developmental needs of adolescents leads to 

greater effectiveness in the middle school general music classroom.
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39 Cathleen M. Ardrey, “Middle School General Music: Kodaly, Dalcroze, Orff and the 
Developmental Needs of Adolescents.” (Doctoral Dissertation, Temple University). 
1999.
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CHAPTER 3 -PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

FIRST ENCOUNTER WITH ORFF-SCHULWERK

I was first officially introduced to the Orff-Schulwerk pedagogy in 2003 when I 

took a workshop from Doug Goodkin on teaching jazz. We took off our shoes, played 

games, moved with rhythm, and before I knew it, the simple seeds of exercises 

blossomed into a full-fledged ensemble piece. I was curious about how resonant the 

philosophy was with how I already viewed myself as a young teacher. I was struggling 

with an internal dilemma as a musician and music teacher: having been trained in jazz, 

folk and popular music settings, with their aural traditions, at that time I was feeling at 

that time constrained in my teaching of traditional band instruments in what was 

becoming a sterile learning environment. In Goodkin’s workshop, I found the explorative 

nature of improvisation and group-play familiar and free. It was exciting to see the 

complex elements of jazz simplified into a child-friendly language using hand clapping 

games and rhymes. As a college student I majored in music and developed a deep 

understanding of harmony. In this first workshop I was able to synthesize my theoretical 

understanding through applied practice and was intrigued by the simplicity of this way of 

explaining and accessing jazz. There was an obvious connection between movement, 

play and technical music making. However, despite all the magic I experienced at that 

first workshop, I felt disconnected from Orff-Schulwerk with all its xylophones and 

“play” and distanced it from the “Play” I sought to pursue in my own secondary 

classroom. I purchased Goodkin’s book and spent the next ten years working itinerant



teaching residencies in several districts, primarily in after-school programs before getting 

my teaching credential in 2007. His book remained one of the resources I mined for 

repertoire and games. But it would be ten years before I decided to return and sink deeper 

into Orff training. I committed to three years of levels certification courses.

TEACHING IN OAKLAND

I began working as a music teacher in Oakland in 2007.1 took a job primarily as 

an ensemble director, leading concert and jazz bands and orchestras. I built a program 

from the bottom up at a diverse middle school that hadn’t boasted a music program for 

over ten years. On the one hand, it thrived and gained a lot of support from the 

community. Concerts were successful and well-attended community gatherings full of 

spirit. However, I eventually began to see that this work didn’t connect with every 

student. There was a particular subset of students who did not come in with the desire or 

the skill set to play a band or orchestra instrument. Putting those students into a 

traditional band or orchestra setting was like trying to put a square peg into a round hole. 

They lacked fundamental skills required to be successful on an instrument: singing in 

pitch, the basic rhythmic capacity of keeping a steady beat or the independence of 

holding on to one pattern while others performed something else. They also expressed the 

universal truth of all students of music: a desire to “play” and discover through 

exploration. It took me a while to see this as more than just a “misbehavior to manage.”

It soon became clear to me that what my school’s program needed was a “general music” 

class that would suit students who weren’t interested in jumping right into an ensemble.
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I decided to try Orff again. I returned for yet another Jazz workshop with Doug 

Goodkin, where I met Susan Kennedy, a veteran teacher at the Chinese American School 

in San Francisco. Through that connection, I borrowed her school instrumentarium of 

chromatic “junior-professional” xylophones and metallophones and dedicated myself to 

getting my new general music class to perform an amazing concert that would impress 

my PTA and inspire them to purchase a set for the school. The concert was amazing and 

the PTA was indeed inspired. It is now five years, that this experiment has been taking 

shape. The nature of the work came organically from a need I saw in the community, but 

I have found immeasurable resource and wisdom from the work of so many others on this 

path of incorporating the Schulwerk in urban middle schools.

SOCIAL JUSTICE THROUGH MUSIC EDUCATION

I believe there is no coincidence that the growth of the Orff Ensemble at Edna 

Brewer Middle School has been in tandem with the development of the Restorative 

Justice (RJ) program at our school which has been housed in the room adjacent to the 

“Orff Room” off of the gym. The RJ program at Brewer has been the flagship of a larger 

RJ movement in Oakland Unified as a whole. It grew partly out of a response to a lawsuit 

against the district for disproportional numbers of suspensions and referrals for African 

American students. RJ asks of a conflict: Who has been hurt? What are their needs? Who 

has the obligation to address the needs and put right the harm? This focus on the 

community mirrors the same work being done in the Orff classroom with music as the 

means, not merely as the end product. Both programs aim to build social and emotional
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well-being and give accountability to young practitioners. And perhaps a most obvious 

connection is that all Restorative Justice gatherings and Orff classes begin with a circle in 

which everyone is on equal ground, everyone can be seen and heard, hearts are open to 

others and unobstructed, and no one can hide with one’s back to another. Intentional 

community circles, using the language of RJ help develop key inter-personal skills that 

also happen to be essential to good collective music-making: a talking piece designates a 

single speaker, one at a time and all others in the circle practicing attentive listening. 

Students recognize that their participation in the circle is essential and valued. The 

teacher or restorative justice leader is an equal member of the circle and helps keep the 

space impartial and productive, but they are not the sole leader.

In my Orff class, student voice is key to determining order, structure, sequence, 

instrumentation, and there is space for all opinions to be tried and evaluated. There have 

been countless occasions in which a conflict between music students has been brought to 

light and the community is engaged to help them resolve it. A student in my classroom 

expressed this sentiment about music and social engagement, “How can we make musical 

harmony or fit into a rhythmic groove with one another if we don’t trust and respect one 

another?”

Orff-Schulwerk acknowledges the pluralism in our diverse society. We make 

sure to acknowledge differences among people and their musical expressions. Decision

making in the classroom around specific elements of music mirrors the democratic 

process. Doug Goodkin describes this in The ABC’s of Education: “Democracy is an 

active verb animated by intelligent effort, diverse perspectives, inclusive thinking and
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challenging activity.”40 Engaging students in the decision making process helps to create 

a new generation of citizens who are motivated to search out the necessary information 

and trained to analyze and act upon it.

DEMOGRAPHICS

My laboratory for this work has been Edna Brewer Middle School in Oakland, 

California. Brewer is the highest performing middle school in the Oakland Unified 

School District in terms of standardized test scores and academic achievement. My 

students at Edna Brewer Middle School in the Oakland Unified School District come 

from diverse cultural backgrounds and experiences and represent the extremes of the 

socio-economic spectrum. Brewer has 30% African-American, 29% Asian, 21% Latino- 

American, 12% Caucasian. It is a Title 1 school in which 69% of the students qualify for 

free or reduced price lunch. There are often high truancy rates and challenges with 

chronic absences. Frequently parents and guardians are hard to contact. There are high 

disciplinary rates at 69.7% of all students at Edna Brewer have received in school 

suspensions.

Specific to their exposure to music, the students come from elementary schools 

whose music programs are not uniform or aligned across a struggling urban district. The 

musical training they’ve experienced ranges from substantial to nothing at all. When I 

receive them in middle school, they need to meet at a common level to form advanced 

ensembles. Here, the elemental approach of Orff Schulwerk provides a key solution to

40 Doug Goodkin, The ABC’s of Education: A Primer for Schools to Come, Pentatonic 
Press, 2006, p.26.
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unifying the wide levels of music literacy and technical skill levels. Schulwerk in this 

way supports Howard Gardner’s learning theories41 in that it provides valid entry points 

into a common experience for those who are kinesthetic, aural or visual learners.

The particular cohort for whom I use these methods is a 6th grade ensemble of 

music students who come to Edna Brewer from several elementary. Some of the students 

have had no exposure to music while others have had one to two years of instrumental 

instruction. Some have had some prior experience in the Orff practice integrating 

movement, speech, song and rhythmic practice with a healthy dose of creative 

improvisation while others have not. For the most part, the students have had just one 

prior music teacher from their respective elementary schools. I communicate extensively 

with their former teachers to gain perspective on what their prior experiences may have 

been. The class meets for two extended block periods of 99 minutes and one short class 

of 42 minutes per week.

LOCATION

The Orff Room is a dance studio that is adjacent to the school gymnasium. It is 

separate from the Panther Playhouse in which the larger and more visible ensembles 

practice (three levels of string orchestras, three levels of concert bands, and three jazz 

ensembles). The Panther Playhouse is central to the campus. It is the closest classroom to 

the school’s front entrance, main office and cafeteria, while the Orff Room/Dance Studio 

is secluded and unknown to many of the school’s students. A visitor to the school will 

often be greeted with the melodious sounds of the large band and orchestral ensembles

41 Howard Gardner, 2010, Multiple intelligences. 
http://www .howardgardner.com/MI/mi .html
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coming from the Playhouse while the Orff ensemble is tucked away in a far corner of the 

school and is unintentionally a well-kept secret. The Orff Room itself is a welcoming 

open space with mirrors lining the West wall, windows lining the South wall, shelves and 

instrument cabinets lining the East wall and a piano and white boards lining the North 

wall. It contains an extensive collection of ethnic instruments from around the world to 

complement the array of xylophones. The collection includes a Balinese Angklung, 

Brazilian samba instruments, Ghanaian xylophone, Cuban bata drums, assorted hand 

drums, frame drums, tambourines, recorders, berimbaus, Greek bouzouki, and an Indian 

harmonium and tamboura.

My work with Orff-Schulwerk in this setting has at times been at direct odds with 

my work as a band director in the other room, the Playhouse. At times I’ve struggled to 

find ways to integrate seemingly conflicting pedagogies: the traditional technical training 

of band and orchestra members and the deeper intrinsic development of musicianship in 

an ensemble where every stakeholder creates, moves, molds and re-evaluates the art. But 

I’ve come to recognize that the tools of one can be beneficial for the other: the eyes of the 

band members learning music literacy are of equal importance as the ears of the Orff 

Ensemble that works primarily in rote learning. As I delve deeper into OS I have found 

that it lends itself well to the curricular scaffolds that help an ensemble stand on its own. 

When all the constituents recognize their value within the group, they engage with the 

material and with each other in deeply meaningful ways.
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CHAPTER 4 -  OBJECTIVES

My objective in this special project is to describe an Orff-Schulwerk-based 

curriculum for 6th grade General Music that satisfies the national music standards for 

music education. This chapter will address grade 6 proficient content standards. Orff- 

Schulwerk is not limited to only grade 6 but for the purpose of this project I will focus 

my attentions on the standards solely for this level.

NATIONAL STANDARD CR1.1.6a: Generate simple rhythmic, melodic and harmonic 

phrases within AB and ABA forms that convey expressive intent

One of the key elements of Orff-Schulwerk is to instill creative work in the 

learning process. We satisfy this standard through consistent work with phrases given 

certain parameters. For example, within the context of the C major pentatonic scale 

students experiment with improvising “answer” phrases in response to a teacher-provided 

question. Additionally, students have exercises where they must create a phrase of equal 

length when provided with an initial phrase.

NATIONAL STANDARD Cr2.1.6b: Use standard or iconic notation to document 

personal rhythmic phrases, melodic phrases and two-chord harmonic musical ideas.

In addition to learning traditional Western music notation, students in the Orff 

World Music Ensemble manipulate a number of tools to represent the music they create. 

They use cups and plates of various sizes, geometric forms of various shapes, beads and
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string, as well as cotton balls placed within an egg carton are all used to notate music. 

(See Appendix A.)

NATIONAL STANDARD PR6.1.4a: Perform music on instruments, alone and with 

others, a varied repertoire of music with expression and technical accuracy, and

appropriate interpretation.

The Orff World Music Ensemble satisfies this standard in that students are 

performing on mallet percussion instruments, recorders, as well as other specific ethnic 

instruments by themselves or with peers. The repertoire of music they play varies from 

mallet sticking technique drills to learning repertoire ranging from Orff-Keetman 

compositions, traditional pieces from Europe, Africa, Latin America to contemporary 

pieces built from jazz, pop or rock genres. They are coached on technique and accuracy 

in relation to pitch, dynamics, tone, timbre, articulation, balance, blend and other 

elements of music.

Orff ensemble playing offers just as much variety in arrangement as does classical 

music. I develop independence in my students by working on canons in all that we do: 

body percussion, singing as well as instrumental compositions. I create exercises that 

develop individuals’ abilities to perform their own part with additional parts happening 

simultaneously.

Essential to the Orff approach is the precept that all students learn all the parts. 

This develops a sense of relationship and ultimately, ownership of each individual part in 

the ensemble. When students know all the integral pieces and can associate one part with
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another, the can be more invested in the collective whole. The prioritization learning each 

part in context precedes the differentiation of parts, which ultimately happens later in the 

process - students will naturally choose their preferred placement in the ensemble. 

Students who are more gregarious and outgoing often find themselves on soprano 

melodic parts, while other students find more comfort and ease in playing the supportive 

and foundational roles in the bass and alto sections.

NATIONAL STANDARD Re7.2.6a: Demonstrate and explain, citing evidence, how 

responses to music are informed by the structure, the use of the elements of music, and 

context (such as social, cultural, and historical)

Throughout the year, I play examples of a variety of styles of music: classical 

Indian tabla music, Afro-Cuban music, Brazilian choro, West African drumming and 

much more. Students are asked to describe the instrumentation and compositional devices 

they hear. We discuss what kinds of expressive devices evoke certain emotions and 

which cultures have music characterized by such devices. Students are asked to discuss 

the different purposes specific pieces might serve in its natural context: ceremonial, 

popular, aesthetic, or educational.
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CHAPTER 5 -  INSTRUCTION

This chapter will outline some of the major areas of emphasis in my Orff 

curriculum but will by no means provide a comprehensive list. I have created a 

framework for much of these ideas with specific repertoire examples in my scope and 

sequence for an ideal middle school Orff program including grades six through eight in 

Appendix E. These are the main tenets of my curriculum and how I recognize them to be 

particularly relevant to my student population.

Body Percussion

Most classes begin with some exercises using just the body as the instrument. The 

circle is essential to establishing the egalitarian quality of trust and honesty. First to be 

explored is often the rhythm of breath or the swaying of a body, then maybe the 

interpersonal contact created with tapping, or (most challenging for middle-schoolers) 

holding a neighbor’s hand. Generally when students enter the class, I am silent and my 

intentions for the class remain ambiguous. This creates an atmosphere of mystery and 

intrigue. I try to disguise the opening sequence as an exercise of a technique or musical 

seed that will help students learn a bigger piece later on. We utilize many styles of body 

music: South African Gumboot, hand-clapping games from various traditions (Japan, 

Spain, Brazil) African American stepping routines, Keith Terry’s rhythmic building 

blocks and body “mapping,” and more general sound “exploration” of our bodies. Some 

examples of some of these can be seen in Appendix C: Mochio (Japan) and Ala D ’Alona



(Lebanon). The work in the body grounds the students on a daily basis and gives them an 

opportunity for kinesthetic learning, a mode which is in contrast with the majority of the 

rest of their school day. I can see a distinct change in energy in my students from when 

they come in to the classroom and are allowed to sink into their bodies.

Pentatonic Modes

One of the essential entry points into music making in the Orff tradition is through 

simple tonality. When using pentatonic scales (facilitated by the removal of Fa and Ti 

bars on the Orff xylophones), there are no intervals of half step, making pitch recognition 

far easier than when introducing a diatonic major scale. My students in the 6th grade often 

enter my class having had no prior experience singing or playing instruments. Therefore, 

working in the pentatonic scale is tantamount to their being, and more importantly, 

feeling successful. They then can more easily take a given melody and transpose it to 

other keys when the recognizable pattern of a pentatonic scale is observed. (Some 

examples of songs set in the pentatonic modes can be found in Appendix C: A Wise Old 

Owl, Lenga La Lenga, Jelly on a Plate, and Chu Ku Wu.)

Group Play

Students in my class are given weekly assignments to work together on a task.

The task may be to choreograph short folk dances, to compose drones (bass lines), 

ostinati, and color parts to a given melody, or to compose a contrasting segment to add to
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an existing section of music. This is where the real work happens. While group work is 

not specific to Orff-Schulwerk, it is the classroom culture of group accountability and 

through the lens of “let’s try it” that students often create the most amazing expressions 

of collective genius. Paradoxically, I feel more empowered as a teacher when I take 

myself out of the equation and see the students working through the sometimes messy 

process of collective composition.

Re-Arrangement

Students are taught the basic building blocks of a piece of music and then in 

teams are given the chance to rearrange the piece by deciding the form, the sequence and 

order of events, and the instrumentation. This collective composition requires students to 

develop empathy and open-mindedness towards the ideas of others. In addition, students 

take ownership of the musical material in the class in a more holistic way when they have 

had a part in deciding the form. This rarely happens in a traditional ensemble setting.

Rhythm-Speech-Movement

Frequently, a musical concept is introduced through the spoken word. A poem, 

nursery rhyme, a nonsense sound-collage or perhaps an actual song lyric may become the 

entry-point for learning a rhythmic structure or time signature of a piece of music. This 

allows for students to use their speech (a universal tool) to obtain proficiency of a song to 

be learned later. Students might learn a poem first that lends itself into a song: I Wish I
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were Much Bigger, Two Tutors who Tooted the Flute, Calico Pie, (Appendix C). I remind 

the students when applying their knowledge of a song to the xylophone or other 

instrument that they already “know” the song in their speech -  “If you can say it, you can 

play it.” In the learning sequence of many pieces, students will, “say it, play it then say- 

and-play together.”

The source materials I have chosen to use have been a large part of my students’ 

success. Using rhymes and hand clapping games that many though not all of the students 

know increases their interest and is a natural starting point. Orff foresaw and endorsed 

this trend. In 1975, the year of his eightieth birthday, he said:

“If you want to [do Schulwerk] in foreign countries, then you must begin 

completely from the basis of what these children experience. And, those in 

Africa experience something other than those in Hamburg or in Straslund, 

something other than in Paris -  and in Tokyo again something else.”42 

The rhythm-speech games that are most resonant with my students come mainly 

from the African American tradition of playground hand-clapping games. “Green Sally 

Up,” “Hambone,” “Juba,” “Who Stole the Cookies,” and “Lemonade” are all games that 

children have created and passed down through generations. Hearing or re-learning these 

games in a classroom setting gives the student not only an entry point but also affirms 

their vernacular language. While my students come from a variety of ethnic backgrounds,

I try to choose repertoire that expands the scope of what is familiar.
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I also have drawn great inspiration from the source material that Orff and 

Keetman provided themselves: the Volumes of Music For Children are an exhaustive 

trove of compositions and small building blocks to be worked. A prime example is my 

lesson on Odysseus Andante Con Moto (Appendix C). The music is a rearrangement of a 

composition from Volume IV set to the story of Odysseus being caught between Scyllas 

and the whirlpools.

Diversity of Repertoire

In addition to the African American hand-clapping games (some of which have 

led to full-fledged ensemble pieces in blues, jazz, and funk genres), I try to select pieces 

that will be familiar to some of the students (or at least honoring their heritage) and 

foreign and new to others.

A significant number of my students are first generation immigrants from Asia or 

are children of Asian-born parents. I regularly choose some literature that reflects these 

cultures: Chinese New Year celebrations, Balinese Angklung pieces, songs from the 

tinikling Philippine bamboo pole dancing tradition, Japanese children’s game about 

making Mochi (Appendix C). My students of Asian decent are affirmed by these 

activities and songs and take more leadership with the ensemble.
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Bringing professionals into the classroom to teach us about their areas of expertise 

has been essential to presenting a wide range of perspectives from a diverse group of 

community members. The role models these professional musicians and resident 

teaching artists represent for my students is the most significant element aside from the 

specific musicianship that they come to teach. My artists in residence are as diverse as 

the world cultures they represent: master South Indian musicians Jim Santi Owen (tabla) 

and Anuradha Sridha (violin), Azerbaijani kamancha master Imamyar Hasanov, African 

American stepping gurus from the group Molodi, Japanese koto master Brian Wong, 

Ghanaian xylophone (gyil) master, SK Kakraba, and Brazilian percussionist Thais 

Bezerra. I have compiled a list of resources in our community that include artists and 

performance ensembles that have been helpful in creating this curriculum (Appendix D: 

Resources).

Reflection and Metacognition

No music class period is complete without the dialogue of “what went well” and 

“what needs work.” This conversation is structured in a number of different ways. It may 

be an informal conversation immediately following a rehearsal or creative exercise. It 

may be a formal “Rehearsal Feedback” worksheet where students need to provide written 

feedback on each other’s work. (See Appendix B.) The commentary might be about 

rating one’s own abilities at a particular skill, effort, mistakes or improvements or about 

those of a peer. I often give the students sentence starters: “I am getting better at...”, “I
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like how so-and-so....” , or “I think that so-and-so would be even better than she already 

is if she tried to ...”

This metacognitive and self-analytic process is what Patrick Schmidt calls the 

“dialectic movement between ‘doing’ and ‘reflecting on doing.’” Schmidt writes that 

through the process of becoming critically conscious of the world teachers may effect 

change that can change the way music is being taught in our schools. He invokes Paulo 

Freire’s view that schools have become places for blind social reproduction of the status 

quo. He extends this to a critical analysis of school music:

“Music Education practice has been based on routine activities that do not 

foster communication. Instead, such practices promote the acceptance of 

preconceived notions, where the creation of value is based not on personal 

or communal parameters, evaluation and critique, creation and 

transformation, but upon syntactic intricacy and technical excellence 

alone.”43

Assessment

As this is a music ensemble, skill assessment is a constant. I am always evaluating 

how the students are learning and growing. Formal assessment is done through written 

and performance quizzes (see Appendix B: Assessments). Performance assessments may 

be done through:

- Oral recitation of spoken word patterns 

Playing phrases of pieces

43 Schmidt, Patrick," Music Education as Transformative Practice: Creating New Frameworks for 
Learning Music through a Freirian Perspective,” Visions of Research in Music Education. 2005.
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- Playing parts of an arrangement (drone, ostinato, melody or color parts)

Additionally, peer assessment may be informally addressed in a group discussion. Praise 

always precedes constructive criticism and I instruct students to address evaluative 

statements with tact and emotional care for one another. Prioritization of collaborative 

feedback expresses that building lasting relationships is more important than the 

aesthetic outcome. I would rather you are friends who learn to work together more 

productively than the music be perfect. Ultimately, students are assessed on their effort 

and engagement. Polished perfection is never the goal but consistent and intentional 

improvement is championed.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

In the process of writing this project, I have seen clearly how the Orff approach 

meets national standards in music education. In asking what makes the Orff-Schulwerk 

(OS) an effective teaching strategy in urban middle schools I discovered that it is in part 

the collectivist nature of the ensemble that answers a deep need in the urban community: 

the challenge but the necessity of learning to work together on an end product. An Orff- 

based approach also develops multiple skills in a tool belt. Diversity of cultures calls for 

a diversity of methods. Why and how do at-risk students from low socio-economic 

backgrounds benefit from these methods? At-risk students bring with them to the 

classroom varying levels of trauma and previous experiences of inequity. They are 

primarily presented with one method of public-schooling: being served the subject matter 

and being asked to regurgitate facts and skills. Through my experience I have found that 

the OS approach in a music curriculum is a valuable key to bringing at-risk students to 

the table through active engagement and playful (experimental) manipulation of the tools.

If it is more often found in the elementary schools, how does Orff-Schulwerk 

specifically serve the middle school student? I have discovered that OS allows for a 

curriculum that can meet 6th graders where they are: in the middle. They are in between 

the playground and recess of elementary school and the highly assessed and sequential 

curriculum of high school. An OS music program offers experimental play at the same 

time as presenting more sophisticated musical concepts of form, rhythm, tonality, 

harmony, etc. Students love a challenge especially when it is cloaked in a game or a 

riddle. I have found that the students respond well to the particular chromatic xylophones



that we use, remarking that they allow for the same manipulation (removal and 

reorganization) of the notes to be used while the chromatics offer more complex 

modalities.

Additionally, the Orff curriculum serves to fill the inconsistencies in skills like 

pitch-recognition, identification and maintaining of rhythmic pulse with which these 

students come to middle school. While they have all received a wide range of previous 

exposure to music, OS has helped to equalize the playing field by allowing students to 

learn from peer mentors, choose the ensemble parts with which they are the most 

comfortable, and learn to maintain rhythmic control through games and collective 

exercises. The common language of children’s games and body percussion gives an 

egalitarian entry to a heterogeneous group of students.

I have found specific aspects of the OS to be particularly effective in my urban 

middle school. The ensemble pieces that integrate multiple instruments (all of which all 

students learn prior to assignment of parts) and movement and or/games are very exciting 

for students who develop the collectivist intention to create something magical together.

Among the many cultures I touch upon in my curriculum I find that playing 

ensemble pieces based on the jazz tradition is particularly resonant with urban students. 

While they may not intimately know the blues or jazz, they naturally can relate to them 

through their exposure to contemporary popular music. They can learn to identify all the 

essential parts of a jazz ensemble, they learn to express themselves through improvisation 

and they connect with the history of oppression and survival of African Americans. In 

this way the OS is an example of democratic music education modeling solidarity and 

empathy as well as cultural resistance and collective empowerment.
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I also see how it gives students much more than technical musical training as it 

helps them grow deeper connections with themselves and each other. By building self- 

confidence and learning to grow from mistakes, the Orff approach is a flexible tool that 

gives students a way to enter into “elemental” music making and the means for learning 

deeper lessons from improvising and problem solving. I have received direct evaluations 

and feedback from students stating how the general music class and its Orff-inspired 

processes helped them recognize their intrinsic determination to focus and achieve 

successes they didn’t believe they could. Students respond to their empowered sense of 

ownership. In a community in which students suffer from poverty and family problems, 

there is a ubiquitous sense of mental poverty. But students have spoken of feeling 

enriched with the sense of endless possibility in our Orff class. I have witnessed students 

finding solace, comfort, and ultimately healing from challenging conditions in violent 

communities, dysfunctional domestic life, or the common adolescent mood swings. 

Students talk about the strong bonds they create in our music class and how they support 

each other in and out of class.

Through the course of this project, I have recognized the need to more fully 

examine the effectiveness of the Orff-Schulwerk in an urban middle school environment, 

with a project-based, collectivist, multi-cultural curriculum. OS is common in primary 

education and also well integrated in private schools especially in more affluent 

communities. However, it appears that Orff in urban schools, especially middle schools, 

is not widely established. My recommendations for further research would look into 

urban districts that are establishing strong Orff-influenced curricula. AOSA has been 

doing some work on this front over the last several years and some particular urban
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districts have pioneered some great programs. For example, concurrent to my 

investigation, Oakland Unified School District became the first large public school 

district to educate all of its elementary music teachers in the Orff approach with job- 

embedded certification courses. Further studies should address how Orff incorporates 

culturally responsive pedagogy and social justice in the music classroom.
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Shape notation for rhythmic cycle in 11/4. (Triangle = 3, Pentagon = 5, Half moon = 
2, Square = 4, Smaller triangle inside square = 3 eighth notes,)

APPENDIX A: MUSIC NOTATION TOOLS

Pictoral "train tracks" for ascending and descending melodic passages:



Cotton Ball notation in Egg Cartons (as learned from James Harding): 
(Different colors can represent different timbres or rhythmic duration)
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APPENDIX B: ASSESSMENTS

Name:________________________  Date:___________

REHEARSAL FEEDBACK FORM

1. Name one musical strength that a single musician  exhibited in

2. Name one musical strength that a whole section  exhibited in.

3. Name one musical element that you feel your section  could improve.

4. Name one musical attribute that you feel you  personally could improve.

5. Name one musical attribute that you feel THE WHOLE BAND needs to 
improve.
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NAME:______________
How do you rate yourself in the following categories?

Circle the number you feel best represents your ability and confidence level and 
write comments why you rated yourself as you did. (1= Low confidence....5=High 
level of confidence)

Dancer/Movement/Body Percussion:
1 2 3 4 5

Playing a wind instrum ent (recorder or other)
1 2 3 4 5

Playing a percussion instrument: (pitched: Xylophone), (non-pitched: drums)
1 2 3 4 5

Singing
1 2 3 4 5

Working in a group, composing, arranging 
1 2  3 4 5
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Oakland Unified School District
Instrumental Music Program-Report Card

Student:

Grade:

School:

Classroom Teacher: 

Music Teacher 

School Year:

Performance Levels
5 Advanced Grade Level Performance
4 Proficient Grade Level Performance
3 Approaching Grade Level Performance
2 Below Grade Level Performance
1 Far Below Grade Level Performance
X Not Evaluated (this trimester)

Music Standards
Trimester

1 2 3
Student plays instrument alone and with otliers, using a varied repertoire of music - - /

o Displays proper Posture
o Demonstrates correct fingering or stickings
o Uses correct tonguing or bowing
o Displays proper mouth and/or hand positions
o Uses proper breath support or proper bow grip
o Performs music appropriate to level

Student reads and notates music y.%.
o Names notes accurately
o Counts rhythm values by clapping, tapping, and /or playing correctly

Student creates music
o Displays the ability to echo, create, and/or improvise musical patterns

Student listens to, responds to, analyzes, evaluates, and describes music
o Uses appropriate musical vocabulary to assess performance of self and ensemble
o Demonstrates appropriate concert behavior

Student understands music in relation to history and a variety o f cultures

Behaviors/Work Habits that Support Learning
(E=Excellent G=Good S=Satisfactory N=Needs Improvement)

Student demonstrates consistent effort
Student produces quality work
Student follows music class rules
Student remembers to bring instrument and materials
Student demonstrates adequate home practice time ' hli r ■/,; uM ~
Student attends music class and rehearsals regularly / \

I ‘ I v  .• - r *  ̂ • - / .>  ...' : ' v  :. ' • V  -3 < >-v '- ' '
Number of unexcused music absznces-forgets to come at appropriate time

FR/03
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Name:

Teacher’s Comments Your IDEAS for solutions:

Quality of Sound:
(tone quality, intonation, 
blend and balance)

Technique:
(rhythm, precision, 
articulation and /o r bowing, 
and facility)

Musicalitv:
(Interpretation, style, 
phrasing, expression, 
sensitivity, and dynamics)

Other Factors
(choice of music, with 
contrasting styles and 
tempos, as wells as group's 
attentiveness and 
appearance)
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE LESSON PLANS

Lesson plan: O Mochio
Grade 6
1. s tan d ard : http://w w w .cde.ca.gov/standards/vpa/m usic/
1.0 ARTISTIC PERCEPTION
Read and Notate Music
1.1 Read, write, and perform simple rhythmic patterns, using, eighth notes, quarter 

notes, half notes, dotted half notes, whole notes, and rests.”

Objective: Students will be able to identify and perform (hocketing) Onbeat/Offbeat 
rhythmic patterns in partners. Students will learn and perform a Japanese game 
about pounding rice into mocha

Materials: Lyrics w ritten on whiteboard or paper.

Prior knowledge and experiences:

Procedures: (take special care to not stop being "musical” during the following 
steps. Pulse may stop if it needs to "break down." But make an effort to keep the 
flow  moving forward in a musical way."

1. Students and teacher arrange themselves in a circle.
2. Teacher initiates simple pulse clapping.
3. Teacher teaches the words to the poem through call-response, line by line.
4. Teacher shows the partner clapping parts, while class recites whole poem.
5. Teacher pairs off the students moving consecutively in the circle.
6. Class learns the 4 clapping patterns along with the song, making sure to 

highlight how each movement associates with the words.)
7. When comfortable, students can try with other partners, come up with 

variations of the melody and the three pitches.

Indicators of success: 1. Laughter and Joy. 2. Engagement 3. Evaluation of student 
performances both collective and individual will be indicators of students 
understanding of the principles of rhythmic hocketing. Students also will have a new 
found interest in a food they just will have made their acquaintance and will surely 
want to eat it! Mochi.

Follow-up (Homework/Practice): Students should design their own melodic codas 
with three notes. Students will return to perform this same hocketing on 
instruments.

http://www.cde.ca.gov/standards/vpa/music/
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Lesson plan: "Two Tutors”

1. standard: http://w w w .cde.ca.gov/standards/vpa/m usic/
Grade 7
1.0 ARTISTIC PERCEPTION
Read and Notate Music
1.2 Read, write, and perform simple rhythmic patterns, using, eighth notes, quarter 

notes, half notes, dotted half notes, whole notes, and rests."

This poem's author is unknown but some sources attribute it to poet and author 
Carolyn Wells.

Two Tutors Who Tooted a Flute

Two t u t o r s  who fe lltflllfa flute,

Tried to t u t o r  two t u t o r s  to | 
Said the two to the t u t o r s

"Is it harder to |pB>|than to

tutor two t u t o r s  to

Objective: Students will learn, recite, memorize perform and analyze a poem 
(limerick?). They will extend their learning of the poem to the recorder flute in 
order to learn proper articulation techniques. Students will discuss these important 
questions: "Is it harder to do or to teach? And what are the relative values of each?"

Materials: White board, recorders.

Prior knowledge and experiences:

Procedures:
1. Teacher teaches the words to the poem through call-response, line by line.
2. Teacher asks students to highlight the lyrics to group the different 

homophones "tutor" and "tooter." (Note that the latter does not actually 
appear in the poem, but could in the second line. Try with this variation.)

3. Recite the poem with claps for "tutor” and snaps for "toot."
4. Highlight other "t" words in the poem: "two" and "to."
5. Recite the poem with other body percussion for these new "t" words.
6. Perform the poem on percussion instruments with and instead of speaking.
7. Perform the rhythm of the words on one note on the recorder.
8. Try as a canon.

http://www.cde.ca.gov/standards/vpa/music/
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Lesson Plan: ‘IQdysseus^An^ante con M gto l

“Between a Rock and a Hard Place” 
Odysseus meets Scylla and Charybdis

Adam Schraft and Zack Pitt-Smith 
Rearrangement o f Andante com Moto, Page 130, Volume IV, Music for Children

Orff and Keetman

(Preset: three mallets per instrument.
Glockenspiel with Bass Bars E,F,G A  
Two recorders for teachers. Lyrics poster)

T = Teachers

1. Standing in circle: T ’s show movement out of rhythm. (Right hand goes down, 
left hand goes up, switch, snap, snap) “Ssssssssss” . “W hooooosh”. Eventually 
establish pulse in 5/8 (2-3), adding feet.

2. T leads chant: “Big snakes, Whirlpools”, helping to establish pulse.
3. Teacher teaches words thru spoken  call and response:

“O d y sseu s”
“Help us all to miss”

“O-dysseus”
“Scyllas heads that hiss”
“O-dysseus”
“Whirling pools, they twist”
“Help us all to miss -  uh -  oh!” T plays recorder: tremolo on E-F.
Sing thru twice.

4. Have half group sing “Big Snakes, Whirlpools” , while other half sings “O-dysseus.”

4. Add Body Percussion with singing  voice. Now Teacher steps inside circle and 
overlapping one hand only. Keeps moving clockwise followed by each student 
and when T com es to the end then goes to an instrument. All students follow  
through until all at instruments.

5. Teach A-G-F-E bassline first (Left hand only). Tell the story.

J - | j  j' ^
5 .5 .“ “Hit the Road Jack”

6. Add ascending riff to A-G-F-E: (E-F-G) (take away or save later)
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7. Teach Ostinato: Add right hand on third: (Seas get rough, sailors add another 
oar)

8. Add third mallet: (Need even more oars to avoid the whirlpool)

1 — 3  d
f 8  £ — r  r _ ^

------------------- f ----------------
L M ----------- -----------------

9. All sing song over ostinato. Then one T keeps left hand going while other T 
teaches melody.

10. Teach simplified melody through call and response:

I ' 1 1 H i '  r
(Teacher plays) 

then twice thru call and response:
(Students respond)

* m s  i r
Three times:

 C j = £ .....

Add tag to melody

M ' m

m

11. Double the C’s:

£

12. Put it all together (drone, bass, ostinato, melody)
13. Somehow back to circle -  do body percussion in concentric moving circles with 

vocals. Fade out. Hiss and whoosh.
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Ala D'alona - Lebanon

31

BODY PERCUSSION ROUND
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Calico Pie
Poem by Edward Lear
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Rhyme

Ost. 1

Ost. 2

Color

—* 3 - ?  i j t ~j n  J .
ne ver came back! They ne ver came back! The}

«_j_____ *____ j_____ j— ne ver came back to me!

j  i J U

-h- 4 J

—Jl— i- J -

J- 3 7 J* y J1 J 

- ______________
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CHUICUWU (Taiwan)

5

9
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I wish I were much Bigger Stuart MacFarlane
Arr: Zack Pitt-Smith

4



10
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12
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Jelly on a Plate
Arranged by Zack Pitt-Sraith

J — 100

Glockenspiel

Soprano Xylophone

Alto Xylophone

Contra Bass Bar

Glock.

Sop. XyL

Alto Xyl.

C.B. Bar

p j f ?—m—w~ 
saus agein_a.pan

i

m
sausage in a pan friz zle frazzle friz zle frazzle sausage in a pan

u p

p p
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Lenga-la-Lenga
Zack Pitt-Smilh

Percussion

Percussion

c f a — .j~i | n i j n  j f̂ =i.*....J .....J J
Len -  ga la len -  ga la

_||..J* I J

...W V J=±=̂t
go-sha-la -  lu way La

1 J J |

........  #  jp.....JL— ............1 - J . . . . j

go sha la Nhe -  Nhe la

J- JII 9  w  % w

. i r - f? ...t ..........\_________________ J l ; i r e

............-.................. ............... + .............

:& * —=q o l =

Perc.

Perc.

go-sha-la - lu way la go-sha-la- Pa -  Pa la go-sha-la - lu way La

 J----J—l___hi Ju J H* J__ J—I__

nrr,g i ' i X T r j  i n r  i : S t = £ = f f

d £  t * * ! ...... 1  —  r .........= = F = ? ..... ------------------------------------------------------------i--------------- 1
y  j  — « - — .... « = * =

go * sha - la Go Go la

( f i i  J- ^  * J

.... '* .....^ -------#='".....t  ••• ' -------- 1

go - sha - la - lu way

* J  J  * uI t  *  w  r  #

...11 - J  J  i  ~ r r  j  ~ J  3  > r  r  1

Perc.

Perc.
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What to do to Die Today

Snapping 
Clapping 

Knee Slapping 
Stomping

i s r  rr~pn r r  M r  r - E
What to do to die to-day at a mi-nute or two to two a

thing dis tinct - ly hard to say but hard - er still to do for they'll

Perc.

f EJ'LILf CJU 'LLT T fzf-
beat a ta-too at twen-ty to two with a rat-a-tat ta ta ta ta ta ta too and the

Perc.
¥

13

r f u_/
dra-gon will come when he hears the drum at a mi-nute or two to

V , J ...Perc.

76

j r f t
two to - day at a mi -nute or two to two

Perc.
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A Wise old Owl
Mother Goose 

arc: Zack Pitt-Smith

Alto Glockenspiel 
(Level Drone)

Alto Metallophone 
(Crossover Drone)

Alto Xylophone 
(Broken Drone)

Bass Xylophone 
(Simple Drone)

Xyl.

Xyl.

Xyl.

Xyl.

4

A wise old owl sat in an oak the

m i i  r  L "  !

* = 1

± —

•j-*

-w-' -m- -w- - " d 3 >  r * - = * =-4-' S- •*>- S-
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Xyl.

Xyl.

Xyl.

Xyl.

i  i  J
less he spoke,

th ? .m C~g t

— #1-----
the m 

t...... .

#-- «-- ^
ore he hea

n  j—^

rd
■  ̂|# .

Why ar

H R -

en*t we all

=f = ^

..J—J-:
like than;
p f

-V-—i 
vise ol

--- J-
Id bird

— 1

^ = 1
!g L'w'

..:...— s

=H mJ

1
/
■=ZS==Z

d sb F = S

p x  T  '  ;j r ^ r  = * . # =  

...f 0̂ .
+.f= - -J* '................... ;

-r<  r " .Hsqr*1

K*J -Q

m

-i

£2EE

i- -3- -J

j . -

•3

£ = *= P

-d- -------#--si ■#■ -4*-
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Zack Pitt-Smith (zackpittsmith@gmail.com) Level 2

A e o l i a n  D r e a m

Voice

Alto Xylophone

Cowbell

Surdo

Bass Metallophone

f-.......f. f j > ....a

r. / j - .......

t-EFT _zL.— f 7-::aLJL
ir. j v  —̂

r • -t
j

r r (~~
j

f ^  j
j■I 4

4 J ......J !.. j j i j j  ̂ ." 4

m JU ----Jl)----------

Alto Xyl.

Perc.

Perc.

Bass Xyl.

\ i  m S l y  . | f j  B j a

f J  .................=

r  - x - 1 | r .  - f l z ..........................1 i r .  j j g  ■ i

<& r  r  r  r  - r  r  r . ......... < = | r  y j r

■ I  -  J
j j j

i t .....  ...................................................................... * ...

. 1  J  J  \
J  J  I j  j  i j  j  *i i  °  +  r

= J J . 1 J ........ _ ^ Q - z

mailto:zackpittsmith@gmail.com
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Alto Xyl.

Perc.

Perc.

Bass Xyl.

l  j n - n  i ■=  ̂n ' 1® * (•
y - ™ ----------

r -  r '  r T

■ ' ............ - M

5-------^ ....y - = ----- f ---------------

^  r .............. = * 1

J .........■'■':> "■ i * ............. .
* g r  '  r  r

( I r u r n

£ ± r
C o w b e l l  . . .

L L r

7  J - ]  y ' ^ v ' J ' v ’ J *f t  w

„  j  j  i 7 * 7  7 i  i
S u rd o
6  J -  J - J -  J -f t ......& ............................ ^....

J ...

8

6  - ....-"(*- -)*-•■ — “ i f : : ” ------ f — f ---------- f ------f ------
I t f - .....- -• ......

12
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15

Alto Xyl.

Perc.

Perc.

Bass Xyl.

Jf . ....#...........J,---- j .... n — r-j-= i .j  f -  ii
p  r ' $ =  

.  .  r -

1 L-l ,-T f  .......... :.■

................... (#........ -.-

# ,# # ....... * ......------------------ #>--------

-----------m--- f --------

# • # ... . 1

J - [ J L f =

II 7 ^ '7  ^ ? / I  * 7 > 7 > 7 >

■ L i b r r : r

 ̂ / " ]  * 7 » >

#■

>•

j . j .

I t  J* J* J- J- J- J- j. j .I t  m  m

.....f  . ..., ...p j
5>

J P = £ - — - I - —
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Peace in the Heart
Rickey Payton

(This is just the chorus: if you are interested  ̂I'll send you the rest of the song)

SWAHILI

SPANISH 
& RUSSIAN

FRENCH

JAPANESE

ENGLISH

3 y
i

r
A ma du ni a -

qui lie go la paz

La_

Hey wa

(heart) E -

i s  r f ?

a ma m a ma m

m
m  ? p r " ~ g

mir o mir a qui lie go la paz mir o mir

paix du monde

L f  *  L T  1 7
say ka hey wa hey wa

j ~ m ~ ;

very bo dy sing ing_ 
danc ing

sing ing peace in  the
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APPENDIX D: RESOURCES

Visual and Performing Arts Framework for California Public Schools 

BOOKS AND ARTICLES:

Peter Blood-Patterson, Rise up Singing, Sing Out Publications
This book is a exhaustive catalogue o f fo lk songs (mainly North American) 
that are well categorized for different themes and occasions.

Eleanor Filton & Pat Smith, [Let's Slice the Ice [A collection o f Black Children's Ring 
Games and Chants), Magnamusic-Baton, 1978)

Doug Goodkin, Now's the Time, (Pentatonic Press, 2004)
Doug Goodkin, All Blues, (Pentatonic Press, 2004)

These two titles support the scope and sequence by providing many examples o f 
songs from the ja zz  canon o f various styles. They are presented by the author 
with unique Orff-influenced games and exercises. Of particular interest are the 
playground songs and games that have been transformed into ensemble pieces. 

Doug Goodkin, Play, Sing and Dance. (Schott, 2002)
Shelley Gordon, Songs to Sing and Sing Again, World Around Songs

This book is a treasure trove o f fo lk songs from around the world and have 
many canons and games that middle school students love.

James Harding, From Wibbleton to Wobbleton (Pentatonic Press, 2013)
Bessie Jones, Step it Down, (University of Georgia Press, 1972)

A seminal resource o f original African-American games and songs that include 
the three essential elements o f Schulwerk: song, movement, and poetry.

Colherim and other titles by Estevao Marques -  percussionist, body music, and 
games authority from Brazil
Carl Orff & Gunild Keetman, Music fo r  Children, Volumes 1-V, (English translation by 
Margaret Murray), (Schott, 1963)

POETRY AND LANGUAGE:
Six Sick Sheep -101  Tongue Twisters, Joanna Cole & Stephanie Calmenson,
(Scholastic Books)
The Jingle Book, Project Gutenberg's A Nonsense Anthology, and other titles by 
Carolyn Wells
The Word in Play: Language and Movement in the Classroom, Judith Thomas and 
Susan Katz, Brookes Publishing.
Shel Silverstein, Gertrude Stein, Lewis Carroll, Dr. Seuss,

VISUAL ART RESOURCES: Picasso, 

MOVEMENT RESOURCES
Shenanigans: Dance Music for Children
Cultures and Styling in Folk Dance, Sanna Longden and Phylkis Weikart: High Scope 
Press



Alabama Gal: New England Dance Masters

RECORDER RESOURCES:
Recorders with Orff Ensembles, Isabel Carley 
Spielstuckefiir Blockfloten A, B Gunild Keetman 
Country Dances, Keetman, Ronnefeld 
Singing Winds, Breathing Drums Gagne, Dania Apostolidou 
Windsongs, Kulich, Berarducci

WEBSITES
The "Singing Playground":
www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/1513 singing playground/index.html

"Lyrics Playground": a great resource for song lyrics from around the world 
www.lyricsplayground.com

The Holy Names Kodaly Center Folk Song Collection: 
www.kodaIv.hnu.edu/collection.cfm

LOCAL RESOURCES:
Gamelan Sekar Jaya,
Keith Terry, Body music workshops
The Great Wall Chinese Orchestra: (Laney College, Oakland)

http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/1513
http://www.lyricsplayground.com
http://www.kodaIv.hnu.edu/collection.cfm
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE: 6th Grade

U %
Xylophone
(Harmony)

Recorder I i
, v

Movement MUSICAL PLAY; 
Composition/Imprpy

Material/Repertoire

C Pentatonic 
Drone Bass, 
Melodic 
Ostinato

1 J U
Quarter note Rest, 
2/4 and 4/4 meter

G A B O , 
low E

Body
Percussion 
Building Blocks 
Circle Dances 
Imitative

M m
Rondo
Binary, Tertiary 
Create rhythm phrases 
based on words and 
phrases

Umbrella melody from 
Spj.eJbM, Hungarian 
Round,Listen Here, 
Oba-fe, Cookie Jar,

Body Percussion: 
Stepping variations, 
Building Blocks, 
Gumboot, Strawberry 
Coconut, 'M &oM
Q m tos:- AsbaLBm
Bonito, Casade E m M  

Irish Polka 

Recorder:
iQQPmck, Chu Ku Wu,

C,F,G 
Pentatonic 
Modes in C 
La, Re 
Moving 
Drones

% meter, pick-ups + High E, G Students create 
sequences and

~

Transposed
modes
Transposed
Drones

6/8 meter, triplets G Major scale

Concepts;
tone
development, 
air support, 
ta and da 
articulations

Describing the 
role of dance in 
various 
cultures

improvise rhythmic and 
melodic patterns

Compose short works for 
one instrument



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE: 7 a  Grade

u n s u n g !  
*$$$$& $  -

Xylophone■j«Harmony
Rhythm Recorder Movement MUSICAL PLAY; 

Composition/lmproy
Material/Repertoire

Beginning of Drones, I-VH/  
M il, MV triads

U!,
S O Addlow D ,F ,Bb Intro to dance 

styles of various 
cultures: (Brazil, 
Ghana, Basque, 
Bulgaria)

Improvisation over 1* 
IV chords

M *  Dance 
(Dave Brubeck), 
“Dorian Dream”

Body Percussion: 
More complex 
layers of "building 
blocks"

MODES:
Aeolian
Dorian
M M ljs lM

Syncopation 
Odd meters

Mastery of C, Df 
E,F,F#,G ,A,Bb, 
B,C,D,E,(F,G,
A)

Group
choreography.
More
challenging 
folk dances in 
a variety of 
meters and 
styles

t o p M  in diatonic 
modes. t a & t a X  
(parallel harmony in 
3rdsand6ths)

P ''J;'v c i f '" MODES:
Lydian,
Phrygian,
Decoration o f  the
third
Harmonic
Q i f e t i
3 mallet
technique

Mixed Meter + Alto Recorders



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE; 8th Grade

W iW M Xylophone
Harmony

Rhythm Recorder Movement
* ' - - ,

MUSICAL PLAY: 
Composition/toprox

Material/Repertoire

Major, Minor 
Scale, review of 
modes in the 
context of 
Medieval and 
Renaissance 
music

Polyrhythm, Cross
rhythms

Add Eh Historical 
dances from 
Medieval and 
Renaissance 
France, Spain 
and England.

U to a n g Q
(Pjazzgla)

Functional
harmony:
1-iV-V
Ground bass, 
theme and 
variation

Swing Rhythm 
Offbeat

Recorder 
ensemble 
(Soprano, Alto, 
Tenor, and Bass)

Blues forms, AABA,

End of Year Blues Scale, 
Chromatic Scale 
Seventh Chords, 
Inner Voices, 
11-V-I, Circle of 
Sths

Basic to m se t. skills Creative 
movement and 
choreography 
exercises. 
Experience with 
elements of 
classical ballet 
and modern 
dance.

impioy.is essential




